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Civil War ~ Episode 5 

 

1. What is the name of the new kind of bullet introduced during the Civil War? 
 
2. For all this new technological edge, the armies still used what kind of                             

military tactics? 
 
3. By the time of the North’s final victory, how many men were killed on both sides combined? 
 
4. What crude early invention starts as a result because half of the dead went unidentified? 
 
5. In this bitter war of attrition, victory will come to whom? 
 
6. Robert E. Lee was a graduate from what prestigious academy? 
 
7. What was one of Lincoln’s hidden weapons in the Civil War? 
 
8. What happened to the manufacturing and industry in the North during the Civil War? 
 
9. What is the simple device or invention that is used for almost instant communication? 
 
10. In the course of the war, how many telegrams does Lincoln send? 
 
11. Three quarters of all operation conducted by army surgeons during the war were what? 
 
12. Who is female nurse that starts when most nurses were men? 
 
13. What organization did this woman go on to found? 
 
14. What does discovery bromine help prevent for amputees? 
 
15. President Lincoln had to fight a war against public opinion because of what portable device? 
 
16. What new process is developed to help bring bodies of soldiers home to their families? 
 
17. What happened in the wake of Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation in regards to black 

Americans? 
 
18. Who is the man who will lead the charge from Chattanooga to Atlanta? 
 
19. What does Sherman call his modern approach of his scorch earth policy? 
 
20. Anything of military value is ________________ by Sherman’s March to the Sea. 
 
21. The North’s unstoppable war machine was successful because of its industrial heartland, its 

growing network of ____________________, and its ____________________ network. 

 


